
  DEPARTS 
MAY 16, 2018

A LUXURY 29-DAY 
CRUISE/TOUR 

THRU THE  
BALTIC SEA TO  

ST PETERSBURG & 
SCANDINAVIA 

including 
A WEEK IN THE  

NORWEGIAN  
FJORDS 

 

with your tour leaders                             John & Robyn Cooney 



L et the fun begin: 
 This is SO exciting! We’re going on a luxury shipboard vacation to Northern Europe so we can see some of 
the famous waterways, landscapes, scenery, cities, seaports, art-&-historical treasures that Kiwis always 

dream of seeing. Out of a long list of possible ‘shore excursions’, we’ve selected what we believe are the very best 
options for our Mad Midlifers. Our group should be large enough for us to secure our own tour guides and coaches 
each time we go ashore – plus we’ve added some nice extra touches of our own. What we’ve ended up with, we’re 
sure you’ll agree, is a superb all-inclusive package.  

  This day-to-day programme is still subject to change (in discussion with our expert local guides and at the 
discretion of your Tour Leaders). But here at last, as accurate as we can get it, is our FINAL ITINERARY.  

  Have a good read, and whet your appetite ... 

OUR ITINERARY ... 
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Norwegian  
gammlemor (grandma) 



MIDLIFE MADNESS ON THE BALTIC 
Final Itinerary – May/June 2018   

MAY 2018 
Wednesday 16: up-up-and-away! 

 We depart Auckland International Airport early evening on our long, long Emirates flight, 
traversing Australia’s vast Red Centre en route to the United Arab Emirates, on the other side of 
the world. 

 Don’t tell anyone, but this Mad Midlife Adventure is actually happening at last ... 
 

Thursday 17: glittering gulf state: Dubai  
 In the entire Gulf there’s no place quite like Dubai, with its modern palaces sprawled along the 

coast and its soaring glass-&-steel skyscrapers. We touch down early this morning, and one of 
the first things we’ll notice is the temperature: this place is stinking-hot!  

 We’ve got breakfast waiting for us in our air-conditioned hotel. Then, if you’re up for it, you can 
do a little Dubai recce on your own – although you may prefer to grab some lost sleep on the 
comfy bed that awaits. Zzzzzzzz …  

 Just make sure you arrange a wake-up call … because this afternoon we’ve got a city tour, 
including the magnificent Jumeirah Mosque, a palace, a museum, the 150-year-old Al Fahidi 
Fort, ‘wind-towered’ houses at Bastakia, a short ‘abra’ (water-taxi) ride on the famous Dubai 
Creek, and the glittering, aromatic Gold & Spice Souk (market).  

 Later, this evening, we’ll travel to the top of the world’s tallest building – the observation deck 
(124th floor) of Burj Khalifa – for some super-lofty views. Following which, we’ll grab dinner-on-
our-own at one of the many eateries in the Dubai Mall before watching a fabulous water-and-
light show. (Prepare to be impressed!) 

 

Friday 18: Dubai to London 
 We head back to Dubai’s vast, spacious International Airport for our early-morning flight to oh-

so-luverly, oh-so-familiar London. We arrive in the afternoon and transfer to our hotel for the 
next two nights – located downtown, just minutes from pretty much everywhere.  

 You’re free to wander this glorious old city with its countless famous landmarks. Just don’t 
whatever you do get lost.  

 Tonight we’ve got a special treat: a luxury Bateaux London Dinner Cruise on the beautifully lit-
up River Thames! 
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Dubai 

Flight EK0449: 
Auckland to Dubai 
depart 8:30pm 

Flight EK0029: 
Dubai to London 
depart 9:40am 

arrive 2:25pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Bateaux London 
Dinner Cruise 
(evening) 
 

Hotel: 
Melia White 
House 
 

Meals: B, D 

Flight EK0449: 
Auckland to Dubai 
arrive 5:35am 
 

Sightseeing: 
Dubai City Tour 
(morning) 
 

Burj Khalifa 
(evening) 
 

Hotel: 
Dubai Copthorne 
 

Meals: B 



Saturday 19: London, England 
 Today (after a full and non-fattening breakfast) we venture bravely forth on a morning tour of 

London’s iconic highlights: the West End … Regent Street … Piccadilly Circus … Trafalgar Square 
… Whitehall … Downing Street … Houses of Parliament … Big Ben … Westminster Abbey … 
Buckingham Palace … and the Horseguards Parade.Then, in the afternoon, we take in the 
historic City of London: the famous ‘square mile’ or financial district … Fleet Street (one-time 
haunt of England’s newspapers) … the Tower of London (prison, palace, place of execution and 
home of the dazzling Crown Jewels) … and St Paul’s Cathedral (the architectural masterpiece 
conceived by Sir Christopher Wren.   

 This evening (unless you happen to be dining privately with Her Majesty) you’re invited to join 
us for a three-course meal at a choice local restaurant. 

 

Sunday 20: Bye-bye England – goedemiddag (good afternoon) Koningsdam 
 After an early start (yawn) we transfer to Heathrow Airport for a short flight from London to 

Schipol Airport in Amsterdam, Holland.  

 From there, we’re taken through the flat, green Dutch countryside to the cruise terminal – 
where the elegant Koningsdam awaits us! 

 Get onboard, little children, because the next chapter in our MIDLIFE MADNESS ON THE BALTIC 
is about to begin! Prepare to be disgustingly pampered for the next 21 days … 

 

Monday 21: Cruising the North Sea 
 It’s hard to think of a nicer way to unwind at the start of this cruise: a full day sailing through 

the North Sea, with time to find your way around the ship … eat your heart out … participate in 
a noisy game of Bingo … take in the first-of-many informative talks about our upcoming 
destinations by specialist guest speakers … and relax onboard. But don’t get too relaxed, Kiwis, 
because we’ve only just started!  

 

Tuesday 22: Copenhagen, Denmark 
 In the 15th century, this lively city was capital of not only Denmark, but also Norway and 

Sweden … and is home to the oldest monarchy in the world. Copenhagen’s history and charm 
are reflected in the picture-perfect Christianborg and Amalienborg Palaces, the harbour-side 
restaurants and 500-year-old gabled houses of Old Nyhavn, the pedestrianised shopping streets 
of Stroget, Rosenborg Castle, and the church steeples that punctuate the skyline.  

 Sounds appealing?  

 Sure does …  
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London, England 

Sightseeing: 
London Highlights  
(full day) 
 

Hotel: 
Melia White 
House 
 

Meals: B, D 

Flight BA430: 
London to 
Amsterdam 
depart 8:20am 

arrive 10:40am 
 

Koningsdam: 
depart 5pm 
 

Meals: B, D 

Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 4pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
A Glimpse of 
Copenhagen & 
Tivoli Gardens  
(4 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, D 



 On our panoramic drive today we eyeball the city’s highlights and make a brief stop at the Little 
Mermaid – the world-famous statue/symbol of Copenhagen.  

 Then we head to the whimsical Tivoli Gardens for some free time and lunch (on our own). 
Founded in 1843, Tivoli is a beautiful, romantic park that has inspired many people: Hans 
Christian Andersen took the idea for his fairy tale, The Nightingale, from Tivoli … and Walt 
Disney drew inspiration for Disneyland during several visits here in the 1950s.  

 

Wednesday 23: Warnemunde & Berlin, Germany 
 Today, after docking in the coastal resort of Warnemunde, we go by train (2 hours) to one of 

Europe’s most fascinating, ever-changing capitals – Berlin. On the way, we visit the 
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp (in what used to be East Germany) where the Nazis first 
experimented with organised mass killings.  

 Following another short drive, we stop for a pub lunch at a traditional German restaurant, 
before touring the main city highlights – including remnants of the notorious Berlin Wall and the 
former Checkpoint Charlie (where spies used to cross during the Cold War) … the Brandenburg 
Gate … the Reichstag parliament building … the Kurfürstendamm  (Berlin’s version of the 
Champs Elysées) … and the Holocaust Memorial, opened in 2005 as a lasting memorial to 
Europe’s murdered Jews. 

  

Thursday 24: Cruising the Baltic 
 We’re all at sea again today. Which means we get to stretch out on deck or in one of the ship’s 

many lounges … soak in the pool or the spa … eat at leisure … enjoy luxury ship-board life to the 
full … and watch the waters of the North Atlantic churn by. Yes, this is a tough job, no doubt 
about it, but someone has to do it! 

 

Friday 25: Tallinn, Estonia 
 We’ve got another treat today, widely rated as the most stunningly-preserved walled capital in 

Northern Europe. For over 700 years, Tallinn guarded the Baltic approaches to Russia from 
behind thick defensive walls adorned with fairytale turrets – and today this medieval jewel 
simply oozes with atmosphere!  

 Our route takes us on foot up Toompea Hill to the Palace Square. (The Baroque palace at the 
top is now the seat of the Estonian Parliament.) We then visit the outstanding Russian Orthodox 
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral – dominating the Upper Town’s skyline, and famous for its 
gorgeous mosaics and icons. Finally, narrow cobblestone streets take us to the Gothic Dome 
Church (St Mary’s Cathedral), where we inspect more than 100 Coats of Arms that are on 
display inside – then peer over the Lower Town rooftops from a scenic lookout before 
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Warnemunde, Germany 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 10pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Berlin Highlights 
by Train & 
Sachsenhausen 
Concentration 
Camp  
(all day) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 9am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Highlights of 
Tallinn 
(4 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 



wandering back to our motor-coach. 
 

Saturday 26: St Petersburg, Russia 
 Brace yourselves, team! We dock this morning in what some regard as the most beautiful city in 

the world. St Petersburg is a mix of magnificent extremes: breathtakingly gorgeous while, at the 
same time, sadly falling apart. But today, for sure, this place will get under our skin. 

 We kick off our full-day tour with a visit to the Hermitage, created in 1764 by the Czarina 
Catherine the Great and one of the world’s finest museums. Located within the Winter Palace 
on the banks of the Neva River, the Hermitage is a repository of some three million priceless 
works of art, and a vivid reminder of the staggering wealth of the former Russian capital.  

 After lunching on our own, we drive to Peterhof – a stunning estate crammed with palaces, 
gushing golden fountains, and gardens (300 acres of ‘em), built by Peter the Great to rival 
Versailles. Have your camera ready for the spectacular Grand Cascade, consisting of three 
waterfalls, an avenue of 64 fountains, and 37 glittering statues!  

 We return to the city-centre by hydrofoil, with heaps more to see and experience tomorrow …  

 Got room for something special this evening? We knew you would – so we’re taking you to a 
Russian Folklore Extravaganza. Put on your Cossack costume and your dancing shoes!  

 

Sunday 27: St Petersburg, Russia 

 St Petersburg has been dubbed the Venice of the North for its graceful waterways. And (lucky 
us!) we’ve got an extra day to explore the canals and cathedrals and palaces that were the pride 
of the Romanovs. Somehow, this dazzling city managed to escape the architectural vandalism 
that occurred during Stalin’s era, and these grandiose relics of tsarist days are still largely intact.  

 Built to be beautiful, St Petersburg was founded in 1703 by Tsar Peter the Great as his Imperial 
Capital. And one of the most stunning examples of what it offers is Catherine’s Palace 
(presented to his wife by the Tsar). The palace – an art masterpiece, with its white/blue/gold 
façade – suffered severe damage during WW2, but has since been gloriously restored. Our tour 
includes the famous Picture Gallery, the Great Hall and the fabulous Amber Room.  

 Returning to the city (with a stop en route to buy lunch) we take in the Spit of Vasilievsly Island, 
the Neva River, the Rostral Columns, the Winter Palace (plus Hermitage Museum) and the Peter 
& Paul Fortress, founded in 1703 to defend the city. The majestic cathedral on this site 
features a gilded spire stretching more than 380 feet into the sky. It’s also the burial ground for 
many members of the Romanov family.  

 Finally, to cap it all off – (phew, what a day!) – we visit the multi-coloured fantasy Church of Our
-Saviour-on-the-Spilt-Blood (built on the site where Alexander II was assassinated) – stepping 
inside to admire its magnificent interior, complete with priceless mosaics and icons. 
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St Petersburg, Russia 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
 

Sightseeing: 
Highlights of St 
Petersburg: Day 1 
(all day) 
 

Evening Folkloric 
Spectacular 
(3 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, D 

Koningsdam: 
depart 6pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Highlights of St 
Petersburg: Day 2 
(all day) 
 

Meals: B, D 



Monday 28: Helsinki, Finland 
 Are you ready for more? The Finnish capital is loved for its striking architecture, wide 

boulevards, untold parks, market square, fresh sea winds and open-air cafes – all of which make 
it a perfect stopover!  

 Our coach takes us past Senate Square and the Sibelius Monument, the Uspenski Cathedral, the 
Presidential Palace, and more … then we continue on foot past the central railway station, Eliel 
Saarinen, to the National Theatre and Sanoma Talo.  

 We enjoy a cup of coffee or tea plus a pastry snack at a waterfront café near the Opera House – 
before walking up to the Töölö residential area and through Hesperia Park to the Temppeliaukio 
Rock Church – blasted into solid rock and topped with a stunning copper dome. 

 

Tuesday 29: Stockholm, Sweden 
 Founded as a fortress in the 13th century, Stockholm encompasses several peninsulas and 14 

main islands, interlinked by canals and bridges. After docking, we drive along the shores of Lake 
Malaren through the city’s hard-to-pronounce districts – Södermalm, Norrmalm, Östermalm 
and Djurgården – then head for the Vasa Museum where we eyeball a 17th century Swedish 
warship: one-time pride of Sweden’s navy, which sank in the city’s inner harbour on her maiden 
voyage. The story of Vasa’s amazing salvage in 1961 is one you’ve gotta hear! 

 We then continue to the cozy medieval Old Town (Gamla Stan) to enjoy some lunch-&-shopping 
time – before boarding a motor-launch for stunning on-the-water views of other hard-to-
pronounce highlights: like Fjäderholmarna, Waldemarsudde, the Gröna Lund Tivoli and 
Fjällgatan.  

 (You’ll be tested afterwards on the correct pronunciation, so pay attention.)  

 Many visitors to Stockholm are unaware of its most spectacular feature: the Archipelago. This 
magnificent maritime landscape of more than 30,000 islands, islets and rocky outcrops is unique 
in the world – and we get to eyeball it this evening (yeehaa!) from the spacious decks of our 
floating hotel: the Koningsdam.  

 

Wednesday 30: All at sea … again! 
 We’re cruising again today. Which means another day to do those things you’ve been meaning 

to do but haven’t yet got around to. Like what? Well, like take in an entertaining lecture … or 
enjoy a brisk walk on the teak Promenade Deck … or watch a recent-release movie while you 
munch popcorn … or take in a gourmet cooking class at the Culinary Arts Centre … or indulge in 
a Royal Dutch High Tea at the Dining Room … or pamper yourself with a Swedish massage.  

 (Aahh, yes!) 
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Stockholm, Sweden 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
A Stroll Through 
Helsinki 
(3½ hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 8am 
depart 6pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Stockholm by 
Land & Water 
– plus the Vasa 
(approx. 4 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, D 

Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 



Germany 

Thursday 31: Kiel & Lübeck, Germany 
 A 90-minute journey by coach brings us from the canal-port of Kiel to Lübeck, once known as 

the Queen of the Hanseatic League. Today, the Free Imperial & Hanseatic City of Lübeck is 
steeped in history and tradition.  

 We start our walking tour along the quaint alleyways of the Old Town, with its impressive 
collection of medieval Gothic architecture. Lübeck’s proud old patrician houses and redbrick 
churches are a UNESCO World Heritage Site … its well-known Holsten Gate is one of the few 
relics of the original fortress … its Gothic Rathaus (City Hall) and its Heiligen Geist Hospital are 
among the oldest homes in Germany. Finally, we visit the Niederegger Café to sample 
Niederegger’s popular marzipan gateau – then enjoy some free time in Lübeck’s shops before 
returning to the ship …  

JUNE 2018 
Friday 1: Arhus, Denmark 

 The charming city of Arhus boasts the second-largest university in Denmark … a virtual open-air 
museum, Den Gamle By (the Old Town), with a collection of half-timbered medieval houses … 
and quaint cobblestone streets crammed with Danish handicraft boutiques.  

 We head for the nearby town of Hobro, and one of the oldest ring-fortresses in Denmark – built 
around 980AD by Viking King Harald Bluetooth. In peacetime, the fortress with its four 
longhouses (excavated in the 1950s) was more of a village in which warriors, craftsmen, women 
and children lived and worked. We then follow that up with a visit to a re-created Viking 
farmstead, depicting everyday life for Viking farmers of that period. Plus (wait, there’s more!) 
we also get the chance to taste some Viking food – not to be missed!  

 

Saturday 2 We are sailing ... 
 Part #1 of our Baltic Cruise is slowly drawing to a close. Phew! But the show aint over yet: 

we’ve still got Part #2 – an extra week cruising the glorious Norwegian Fjords.  

 This afternoon we Kiwis get together for a private ‘Midlife Madness Cocktail Party’ – a chance 
to reflect on all that we’ve seen and done so far in the magnificent Baltic.   

 

Sunday 3: Amsterdam: dykes, bikes & windmills 

 We end our Baltic Cruise Part #1 today, right back where we started: at the cruise terminal in 
Amsterdam. This remarkable Dutch capital is built across 70 islands … connected by 1000 
bridges … and famous for its bikes, dykes, canals, bridges, houseboats, windmills and cheeses.  

 We’ve done HEAPS over the past couple of weeks and packed in SO MUCH organised 
sightseeing that, today, we’re giving you a BREAK! Today you’re FREE … free to do whatever 
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Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Medieval Lübeck 
& Its Famous 
Marzipan  
(3½ hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 8am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Fyrkat Viking 
Fortress 
Experience  
(4½ hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
on your own 
 

Meals: B, L, D 



Eidfjord, Norway 

takes your fancy … free to wander Amsterdam at will … free to do nothing or anything! The 
choice is YOURS! 

 Amsterdam is a tourist’s dream – with endless things to do. If there’s somewhere in particular 
you’d like to go, or something in particular you’d like to see, you can arrange that yourself at the 
Shore Excursion Desk aboard the Koningsdam.  

 Or you can simply go ashore … catch a cab … climb on a bus … and follow your nose! 

 JUST REMEMBER: we’ll be returning to Amsterdam in one week’s time, and we have a full day’s 
sightseeing already booked for our Mad Midlife group – including (i) Anne Frank’s House … (ii) 
the Van Gogh art museum … and (iii) a canal-cruise. So whatever else you do today, don’t 
double-up on those three attractions. 

 Safe travels!  

 And don’t forget to be back on board the Koningsdam in plenty of time for our 5pm sailing! 
(We’d hate to leave you behind …) 

 

Monday 4: Another day in the North Sea 
 Today you’ve got time to catch your breath as we cruise back up through the North Sea. Our 

destination? Norway … and one of the most environmentally untouched, scenically gorgeous 
regions on the planet. Serene waterways, plunging cliffs, mist-shrouded peaks and colourful 
villages await us.  

 Brace yourselves, folks – we’re in for a TREAT! 
 

Tuesday 5: Eidfjord, Norway 
 Dwarfed by sheer mountains and crashing waterfalls, Eidfjord wins the prize as the most 

beautiful town among many in this part of Norway. Located on a narrow neck of land between 
the Hardangerfjord and the Eidfjordvatnet (a large, deep lake), and ringed by charming farmlets 
perched on mountain ledges, Eidfjord is simply magnificent. 

 There’s been a settlement here forever. Stone Age hunters used to follow the migrating 
reindeer to put steaks on their table – and Europe’s largest herd of wild reindeer still inhabit the 
grassy slopes and mountain ledges.  

 Our drive today takes us along the fjord to a photo-stop at Bu for a look-see. Then, on our way 
to the village of Ulvik, we drive over the new Hardanger Bridge – one of the longest suspension 
bridges in the world.  

 The small community of Ulvik (650 inhabitants) is famous for its fruit-growing, especially apples. 
And next on our agenda is the Hardanger Juice & Cider Factory – located on Lekve Farm, in the 
hills above Ulvik, with a beautiful view of the fjord. We tour the small factory … learn about the 
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Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 3pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Spirit of the Fjord: 
Scenic Drive & 
Cider Tasting  
(4 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 



Bergen, Norway 

production of juice, cider and apple brandy … then sample the yummy results. 
 

Wednesday 6: Alesund, Norway 
 Known far and wide for its beautiful Art Nouveau architecture – the turrets, spires and 

ornamentation which give the town its distinctive character – Alesund (population 41,000) is 
like something out of a fairytale. It was destroyed by a devastating fire in 1904 (which left 
10,000 people homeless) … then totally rebuilt across two islands at the mouth of Stor Fjord. 

 Our tour today takes us from the pier through the centre of town with its amazing buildings, 
their fascinating decorations and colourful façades. At the Sunnmore Open-Air Folk Museum, 
we eyeball some very old houses and a collection of boats. Then we drive up to Mount Aksla for 
stunning views of Alesund and the ‘skerries’ (rocky outcrops and islands) – right across to the 
Sunnmore Mountains. 

 

Thursday 7: Geiranger & the Geiranger Fjord 
 Glorious Geiranger is set in one of Norway’s most impressive regions. And surrounding this 

picture-perfect town is a kaleidoscope of teetering peaks, plunging waterfalls, mirror lakes, 
meandering streams, cosy farmlets, tiny villages and panoramic views-to-die-for.  

 Our coach-tour of this unique, not-to-be-missed location involves lots of tight corners – so take 
a deep breath and hold on tight!  

 We motor first up a winding mountain road, past Lake Djupvatn (deep lake) … then further up 
to the summit of Mt Dalsnibba (5000 feet) for some spectacular views of Geiranger Fjord (a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site) far below. On our way back to sea-level, we stop at the Flydal 
lookout for photos of the Koningsdam way down on the Fjord.  

 Then we continue our drive up the zig-zaggy Eagle Road (around 11 hairpin bends carved into 
the mountainside) for photos of the famous De Syv Sostre (Seven Sisters) Falls.  

  

Friday 8: Bergen, Norway 
 Gateway to fjord country, beautiful Bergen is surrounded by steep, forested mountains and has 

the lively feel of a university town. This one-time Viking seaport (founded in 1070 by nice King 
Olav the Peace Loving) is built around a magnificent, natural harbour – the shores lined with 
handsome medieval buildings, and the hillsides dotted with tidy brightly-painted cottages (with 
pointed gables) and crowned by an impressive stave church.  

 There’s heaps to do in Bergen, and we start with a drive along the German Pier (now a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site) – followed by a peep at the Nordnes Peninsula (which bisects the harbour). 
We then grab a funicular ride up Mount Florien for a magnificent overview of the town … before 
strolling around the bustling flower-&-fish market and savouring the atmosphere of ages past 
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Koningsdam: 
arrive 8am 
depart 11pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Alesund City & 
Surrounds 
(3 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Mt Dalsnibba & 
the Eagle Road 
(3 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 8am 
depart 5pm 
 

Sightseeing: 
Bergen &           
Mt Florien 
(3 hrs) 
 

Meals: B, L, D 



in the ancient Bryggen Quarter (with its unique wooden warehouses and homes straight out of 
the Middle Ages).  

 Later, you might choose to splash out on a reindeer pelt for your bedroom! 
 

Saturday 9: One last chance to ride the ocean waves …  
 Our slow-and-leisurely scenic cruise through Norway’s magnificent fjords draws to a close today 

as our floating hotel points its nose south and motors full-speed-ahead back through the North 
Sea to the Netherlands, on the European mainland.  

 Make the most of it, folks. After all, it could be a while before you go luxury cruising again …  
 

Sun 10 to Tues 12: Amsterdam once more … then home-sweet-home! 
 We disembark this morning and bid “Tot ziens!” (“goodbye”) to the Koningsdam and its friendly 

crew. Then, with hats on our heads and bags under our arms (or in storage under our coach), 
we venture forth into this famous Dutch city.  

 First, we tour the World War 2 hiding-place of teenager Anne Frank (whose oh-so-moving diary 
rates second-only to the Bible in print-numbers and translations) … then we roam the stunning 
Van Gogh art museum (Van Gogh’s brightly coloured paintings include some of the most 
recognised masterpieces in the entire world – Sunflowers, Almond Blossoms, Irises to name just 
three) … and, finally, we climb aboard a glass-covered boat for a leisurely canal-cruise along 
tree-lined waterways, past houseboats, old crooked warehouses and steep-gabled mansions.  

 And that (as they say) is that! The “fat lady” has sung, and our Mad Midlife adventure in the 
Baltic and Fjords is, sadly, over. 

  If you’re heading back to New Zealand, you’ll be transferred to Amsterdam’s Schipol 
 Airport for your outbound evening flight – via Dubai to Auckland and home.  

  If you’re extending your holiday in Europe or the UK – some extra time in this exciting part 
 of the world – you’ll now head off on your lonesome. 

 We’ve had a BALL, haven’t we! We’ve seen so much, done so much, learned so much, and 
laughed so much that we don’t know where to start!  

 But all good things eventually come to an end.  

 We’ll never forget our lovely long weeks in Northern Europe … and we’ll never forget each 
other.  

 IS EVERYBODY HAPPY?  

 YOU BET YOUR LIFE WE ARE! 
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Amsterdam, Holland 

Koningsdam: 
day at sea 
 

Meals: B, L, D 

Koningsdam: 
arrive 7am 
 

Meals: B 
 

Sightseeing: 
Amsterdam 
Highlights Tour 
(4½ hrs) 
 

Flight EK0150: 
Amsterdam to 
Dubai  
depart 9:50pm 
   (Sun 10) 

arrive 6:30am 
   (Mon 11) 
 

Flight EK0448: 
Dubai to  
Auckland 
depart 10:05am 
   (Mon 11) 

arrive 9:50am 
   (Tues 12) 


